The newly-opened flying theater, “i-Ride Experience Center”, is located in Kaohsiung Software Park as part of Brogent Group’s R&D center. You can experience Taiwan’s only 3D 360 degree visual flying theater attraction here. Visitors can not only learn more about Brogent’s rise to one of the leading suppliers in the amusement industry worldwide, but also take flight with i-Ride to experience a bird’s eye view of the magnificent harbor city and the culture of Kaohsiung.

The i-Ride features the city’s breath-taking sky view from above. The flying theater is built with suspended seating that pushes riders towards a giant dome screen. Dangling feet and special effects like wind, sound, light, mist and scents adding the sensation of soaring in the air! The i-Ride journey allows riders to view the city from a whole new perspective.